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there is no obvious way to end the game. If neither player ... player can force a win after 50 moves, when no pieces ... but proving it is tricky. So letÃƒs consider. 
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MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS The Never-Ending Chess Game



A



by Ian Stewart



number is one greater than a multiple of 2, or equal to 2m + 1. We need similar descriptions for multiples of three. Call a number a treble if it is a multiple of 3, or equal to 3m; soprano if it is one higher than a multiple of 3, or equal to 3m + 1; and bass if it is one lower than a multiple of 3, or equal to 3m Ð1. Every whole number is either treble, soprano or bass. If a number is soprano, we will call m its precursor. For example, 16 = (3 × 5) + 1 is soprano, and its precursor is 5, which is bass. Using this terminology, we can write a recipe for a sequence that never repeats a block three times in a row:



JOHNNY JOHNSON



nyone who plays chess knows that 1. Can a sequence of 0Õs and 1Õs go on some games just peter out : nei- forever so that any Þnite block does ther player seems able to win, not repeat three times in a row? nothing constructive can be done and As it turns out, there are many ways there is no obvious way to end the game. to produce such a sequence, which I If neither player agrees to a draw, the will call a tripleless sequence. Marston game might go on indeÞnitely. Foresee- Morse and Gustav A. Hedlund invented ing such situations, the bodies that the Þrst tripleless sequence while inframe the laws of chess have proposed vestigating a problem in dynamics. Bemany diÝerent rules to force games to gin with a single 0. Follow it by the end. The classic law states that the complementary sequence (every 0 game shall be drawn if a player proves changed to a 1 and vice versa), which that 50 moves have been made on each here is just 1, so you get 01. Then folside, checkmate has not been given, no low 01 by its complementary sequence, men have been captured and no pawn 10, and so on, building up an inÞnite Rule 1: The Þrst term is 0. has been moved. Rule 2: The n th term in the sequence sequence such as But recent computer analyses have is 0 if n is treble. shown that the rule is not suÛcient. Rule 3: The n th term in the sequence 0 There are some endgames in which one is 1 if n is bass. 01 player can force a win after 50 moves, Rule 4: If n is soprano and its precur0110 when no pieces have been captured and sor is m, the n th term in the sequence 01101001 . . . and so on. no pawns moved. So the laws of chess is equal to the mth term. must specify certain exceptional situaThis sequence is genuinely tripleless, tions. Any law that limits the number of but proving it is tricky. So letÕs consider The Þrst three rules tell us that the moves permitted under particular con- another tripleless sequence for which sequence goes 010*10*10*10*10 . . . , ditions runs the same risk as the origi- the proof is a bit easier. To describe it, where the pattern *10 repeats indeÞnal, and so it would be nice to come up we need some terminology. Recall that nitely and the starred entries are not with a diÝerent approach altogether. an even number is a multiple of 2, or of yet determined. The fourth rule lets us One alternative, suggested some time the form 2m for some m, and an odd work upward along the starred entries. ago, was that a game should Entry 4, for example, is the same as its precursor, which end if the same sequence of equals the Þrst entry, or 0. moves, in which the pieces Entry 7 is the same as its preare in exactly the same posicursor, which equals the sections, repeats three times in a ond entry, or 1, and so on. row. (Do not confuse this sugBecause the precursors are gestion with the standard law smaller than their correthat if the same position ocsponding sopranos, their valcurs three times, the player ues will be worked out Þrst, facing it can claim a draw. 1 0 and so rule 4 does indeed deThat law does not oblige this termine all the stars. player to do so.) You can These rules lead to what I make a good case that any viwill call the choral sequence: olation of this three-in-a-row 010 010 110 010 010 110 rule ought to end the game. 010 110 110 010 010 110. I The question is whether there 1 0 have grouped the terms in are pointless games that do threes, marking the soprano not violate it. terms in boldface to show Can a game of chess go on the structure more clearly. forever without checkmate The choral sequence has the and without repeating the curious property that the sosame sequence of moves prano terms reproduce the three times in a row? Chess entire sequence exactly. There is rather complicated, so any are many double repetitions mathematician worth his or her salt would try to simplify NEVER-ENDING CHESS GAME, in which knights move back in this sequenceÑthe Þrst 18 the problem. Suppose we fo- and forth between two squares, is shown in the illustration terms, for example, repeat the cus on just two possible above. Symbols 0 and 1 show the corresponding terms in the sequence 010010110 twiceÑ but no block ever repeats moves, represented by 0 and tripleless Òchoral sequence.Ó
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three times [see box at right for the proof ]. How does this help resolve the neverending chess game? There are, after all, many more moves in chess than two, and if you pick two (say, advancing the kingÕs pawn and moving the kingÕs rook three spaces forward ), it is not at all clear that the sequence corresponds to legal moves. The way to get around this glitch is actually quite simple, but you might like to think about it before reading on. Okay, here goes. Suppose that both players conÞne themselves to moving one or another of their knights out and back [see illustration on opposite page]. Depending on their position, either the outward move or the backward move is available for each knight. Suppose the players use the sequence of 0Õs and 1Õs to determine their moves so that a 0 represents Òmove the kingÕs knightÓ ( KN ) and a 1 means Òmove the queenÕs knightÓ ( QN ), like this: 0 1 0 0 1 0



White moves KN (out) Black moves QN (out) White moves KN (back ) Black moves KN (out) White moves QN (out) Black moves KN (back )



It is not exactly an exciting chess game, but each individual move is legal. And because of its relation to the choral sequence, this game clearly goes on forever without ever repeating the same sequence of moves three times in a row. In fact, more strictly, it does not repeat the same sequence of pieces ( KN or



Proof That No Block Repeats Three Times



C



all successive symbols 0 and 1 the terms of the choral sequence and say the n th term is treble, bass or soprano if n is as well. There are five cases to consider: First, no single digit is repeated three times in a row, because any three consecutive terms must include both a treble and a bass term, which are different by definition. Second, no block of two digits is repeated three times in a row, because any six consecutive terms contain a block of the form 0*1. Neither 010101 nor 101010, the only possible repeats, appears in the choral sequence. Third, if a block of three digits is repeated three times, it will contain three soprano terms whose precursors are all the same and consecutive—which is ruled out by the first case. Fourth, if a block whose length is some multiple of 3— say 3k — is repeated three times, a similar argument shows that a block of length k must have been repeated three times earlier in the sequence. The only remaining case is when a block of at least four digits, and of a number which is not a multiple of 3, is repeated three times. Here the proof gets more complicated. To see the idea, suppose that the length is four digits, so the sequence includes a block of the form abcdabcdabcd. One of the first three terms must be treble; imagine, for example, that it is c. Then the block actually goes ab0dab0dab0d. But every third term after the first 0—marked in bold — is also treble, so b = a = d = 0. The entire block then is 000000000, which is ruled out by the first case. Similar arguments hold if a, b or d is treble. A more convoluted version of the same kind of argument works for any block whose length is not a multiple of 3.



QN ) three times in a row. So if you are looking for a truly watertight chess law to terminate pointless gamesÑone that is proof even against players colluding to play stupidlyÑthat old three-in-a-row proposal does not work. This particular problem motivates mathematicians to ask related questions about symbol sequences. Is there



a sequence of 0Õs and 1Õs that never repeats a block twice in a row? Does the answer change if you are allowed more symbols, say 0, 1 and 2? And although it wonÕt change the laws of chess or produce better players, recreational mathematicians should have fun turning such questions into analogous ones about chess.



Feedback



O



ver the past few years I have received a rapidly growing mailbag from readers, including novel games and puzzles, observations on recent columns and even computer software. In response, I have now introduced “ Feedback”— your chance to make your ideas heard. This month’s correspondence is about the January 1995 column, “Daisy, Daisy, Give Me Your Answer, Do,” which described a dynamical model explaining the occurrence of Fibonacci numbers in plants. John Case of Ladysmith, Canada, pointed out that the golden ratio is found all over the place in the dodecahedron. It is, for example, the ratio of the radius of the inscribed sphere of the solid to the inscribed circle of a face. He also found a new approximate squaring of the circle based on the equation π ≅ 6ϕ 2/5. J. Th. Verschoor of Nijmegen in the Netherlands wrote a computer program to investigate divergence angles formed from “anomalous” Fibonacci sequences in which the second term is changed. He found some intriguing relations between different series of this type. Ernest R. Schaefer of Wayland, Mass., discovered that a divergence angle of 400 degrees, applied to petals on the
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surface of a sphere, produced elegant and convincing chrysanthemums. Kyle Timmerman of Shawnee Mission, Kan., programmed the growth dynamics suggested in the article and found that better results could be obtained if the distance from apex to primordium was proportional to the number of primordia and not its square root. Sid Deutsch of the electrical engineering department of the University of South Florida at Tampa sent me a paper about a neural network, for which the boundary between stable and unstable behavior occurs at a parameter value of 0.6180, which looks suspiciously close to ϕ –1. I’m still trying to work out why! Finally, I can report that M. Kunz of the University of Lausanne has proved the occurrence of the golden angle in Stéphane Douady and Yves Couder’s dynamical model of plant growth using purely analytic methods—that is, without computer calculations. This work fills the final gap in the story leading from dynamics to Fibonacci spirals. I regret that I cannot reply individually to many letters. But I value your views, read every letter and have fun with your software. Please keep them coming ! — I.S.
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